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Written over a seven-year period to Charles V of Spain, Hernan Cortes's letters provide a narrative account of the conquest of Mexico from the founding of the coastal town of
Veracruz until Cortes's journey to Honduras in 1525. The two introductions set the letters in context.
In the ancient world, terracotta sculpture was ubiquitous. Readily available and economical—unlike stone suitable for carving—clay allowed artisans to craft figures of remarkable
variety and expressiveness. Terracottas from South Italy and Sicily attest to the prolific coroplastic workshops that supplied sacred and decorative images for sanctuaries,
settlements, and cemeteries. Sixty terracottas are investigated here by noted scholar Maria Lucia Ferruzza, comprising a selection of significant types from the Getty’s larger
collection—life-size sculptures, statuettes, heads and busts, altars, and decorative appliqués. In addition to the comprehensive catalogue entries, the publication includes a guide
to the full collection of over one thousand other figurines and molds from the region by Getty curator of antiquities Claire L. Lyons. Reflecting the Getty's commitment to open
content, Ancient Terracottas from South Italy and Sicily in the J. Paul Getty Museum is available online at www.getty.edu/publications/terracottas and may be downloaded free of
charge in multiple formats. For readers who wish to have a bound reference copy, this paperback edition has been made available for sale.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work is in the public domain in the
United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright
on the body of the work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the public. To ensure a
quality reading experience, this work has been proofread and republished using a format that seamlessly blends the original graphical elements with text in an easy-to-read
typeface. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Old Saint Peter's, RomeCambridge University Press
“The” Satires of Juvenal,.
Giovanni Boccaccio
Old Saint Peter's, Rome
Ancient Terracottas from South Italy and Sicily in the J. Paul Getty Museum
Research Experiences and Itineraries
Dalmatia between Ottoman and Venetian Rule
The Quest for an Appropriate Past in Literature, Art and Architecture

Juvenal, writing between AD 110 and 130, was one of the greatest satirists of Imperial Rome. His powerful and witty attacks on the vices, abuses, and follies of the big city have been
admired and used by many English writers, including Ben Jonson, Dryden, and most notably, Dr Johnson, who described his writing as `a mixture of gaiety and statelines, of pointed
sentences and declamatory grandeur'. Juvenal has been seen as a stern moralist and, more recently, as an extravagant wit, and is acclaimed for his vivid description of the scenes
which aroused his anger. He coined the famous phrase designating people `eager and anxious for two things; bread and races' (panem et circenses'). Niall Rudd's translation
reproduces the original style and metrical effect of Juvenal's hexameters. William Barr's Introduction and Notes provide literary and historical background to the sixteen satires.
ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100 years Oxford World's Classics has made available the widest range of literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects Oxford's
commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable features, including expert introductions by leading authorities, helpful notes to clarify the
text, up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and much more.
This book gives an overview of the crucial events that took place during the passage from the Ottoman to the Venetian rules in the Dalmatian hinterland during the Candian and
Morean Wars in the second half of the 17th century. The hinterland of the capital city of the Venetian dual province of Dalmatia and Albania – the city of Zadar/Zara – has been used
here as a case study to depict all the changes relating to: inhabitation, the appearance of settlements, changes in the populations and migrations, the forms and models of
administrative and political institutions, specific border economies and the development of Venetian border areas through trade with the Ottomans alongside agriculture in the
contado. Studied here is how the city of Zadar, whose life was organised as a typical coastal community like many in the Venetian Republic along with its contado, managed to enlarge
its territory and incorporate elements of Ottoman political, administrative and cultural heritage along with thousands of Ottoman Christian subjects.
Cicero composed his incendiary Philippics only a few months after Rome was rocked by the brutal assassination of Julius Caesar. In the tumultuous aftermath of Caesar’s death, Cicero
and Mark Antony found themselves on opposing sides of an increasingly bitter and dangerous battle for control. Philippic 2 was a weapon in that war. Conceived as Cicero’s response
to a verbal attack from Antony in the Senate, Philippic 2 is a rhetorical firework that ranges from abusive references to Antony’s supposedly sordid sex life to a sustained critique of
what Cicero saw as Antony’s tyrannical ambitions. Vituperatively brilliant and politically committed, it is both a carefully crafted literary artefact and an explosive example of crisis
rhetoric. It ultimately led to Cicero’s own gruesome death. This course book offers a portion of the original Latin text, vocabulary aids, study questions, and an extensive commentary.
Designed to stretch and stimulate readers, Ingo Gildenhard’s volume will be of particular interest to students of Latin studying for A-Level or on undergraduate courses. It extends
beyond detailed linguistic analysis to encourage critical engagement with Cicero, his oratory, the politics of late-republican Rome, and the transhistorical import of Cicero’s politics of
verbal (and physical) violence.
This book focuses on the impact of information and communication technologies (ICTs) on organizations and society as a whole. Specifically, it examines how such technologies
improve our lives and facilitate our work. A main aspect explored is how actors understand the potential of ICTs to support organizational activities and hence, how they adopt and
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adapt these technologies to achieve their goals. The book collects papers on various areas of organizational strategy, e.g. new business models, competitive strategies, knowledge
management and more. The main areas dealt with are new technologies for a better life, innovations for e-government, and technologies enhancing enterprise modeling. In addition,
the book addresses how organizations impact society through sustainable development and social responsibility, and how ICTs employ social media networks in the process of value cocreation.
Findings, Collections, Dispersals
The Shroud at Court
A History of the Osmanlis Up to the Death of Bayezid I (1300-1403)
Letters from Mexico
Byzantine Art and Diplomacy in an Age of Decline
A Biographical Study
The Lure of Classical Sculpture, 1500-1900

The Shroud at the Court analyses the ties between the Shroud and the Savoy court from the fifteenth to twentieth centuries, when rituals, ceremonies, and images made the relic
an essential source of legitimacy and propaganda for the Savoy dynasty.
This book reviews all important aspects of anxiety disorders with the aim of shedding new light on these disorders through combined understanding of traditional and novel
paradigms. The book is divided into five sections, the first of which reinterprets anxiety from a network science perspective, examining the altered topological properties of brain
networks in anxiety disorders. The second section discusses recent advances in understanding of the neurobiology of anxiety disorders, covering, for example, geneenvironmental interactions and the roles of neurotransmitter systems and the oxytocin system. A wide range of diagnostic and clinical issues in anxiety disorders are then
addressed, before turning attention to contemporary treatment approaches in the context of novel bio-psychosocial-behavioral models, including bio- and neurofeedback,
cognitive behavioral therapy, neurostimulation, virtual reality exposure therapy, pharmacological interventions, psychodynamic therapy, and CAM options. The final section is
devoted to precision psychiatry in anxiety disorders, an increasingly important area as we move toward personalized treatment. Anxiety Disorders will be of interest for all
researchers and clinicians in the field.
Rome is 'the city of seven hills'. This book examines the need for the 'seven hills' cliché, its origins, development, impact and borrowing. It explores how the cliché relates to
Rome's real volcanic terrain and how it is fundamental to how we define this. Its chronological remit is capacious: Varro, Virgil and Claudian at one end, on, through the work of
Renaissance antiquarians, to embrace frescoes and nineteenth-century engravings. These artists and authors celebrated the hills and the views from these hills, in an attempt to
capture Rome holistically. By studying their efforts, this book confronts the problems of encapsulating Rome and 'cityness' more broadly and indeed the artificiality of any
representation, whether a painting, poem or map. In this sense, it is not a history of the city at any one moment in time, but a history of how the city has been, and has to be,
perceived.
A history of the development of critical opinions on ancient Greek and Roman sculpture discusses the owners, identification, copies, and fame of individual statues.
The Mediterranean Medina
Vernacular Manuscripts in the Middle Ages
Sumptuary Laws in a Global Perspective, c.1200–1800
Francesco Filelfo, Man of Letters
The J. Paul Getty Museum Journal
Latin Text, Study Aids with Vocabulary, and Commentary
Contado di Zara 1645-1718
On January 6, 1537, Lorenzino de’ Medici murdered Alessandro de’ Medici, the duke of Florence. This episode is significant in literature and drama, in Florentine
history, and in the history of republican thought, because Lorenzino, a classical scholar, fashioned himself after Brutus as a republican tyrant-slayer. Wings for Our
Courage offers an epistemological critique of this republican politics, its invisible oppressions, and its power by reorganizing the meaning of Lorenzino’s
assassination around issues of gender, the body, and political subjectivity. Stephanie H. Jed brings into brilliant conversation figures including the Venetian nun
and political theorist Archangela Tarabotti, the French feminist writer Hortense Allart, and others in a study that closely examines the material bases—manuscripts,
letters, books, archives, and bodies—of writing as generators of social relations that organize and conserve knowledge in particular political arrangements. In her
highly original study Jed reorganizes republicanism in history, providing a new theoretical framework for understanding the work of the scholar and the social
structures of archives, libraries, and erudition in which she is inscribed.
The twenty studies collected in this volume lead from technical investigations in late medieval and early modern history through reflection on the nature of historical
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knowledge to a break with historicism and a broad perspective on the history of Europe.
The archaeological finds at Herculaneum and Pompeii have rendered Naples an especially rich field for the study of the history of restorations, particularly of ancient
bronzes. Bringing together the research of an international group of curators, conservators, archivists, and scientists, this extensively illustrated online volume
examines the evolving practice of bronze restoration in Naples and other European centers from the eighteenth century to today. Presenting the results of new
investigations, this collection of essays and case studies addresses the contexts in which the restorations took place, the techniques and materials used, the role of
specialists, and changing attitudes to the display of these statues. Along with a rich selection of images, these texts offer a significant contribution to the history of
restoration and conservation, providing valuable information regarding the evolution of taste and museum practices at a formative stage of modern archaeology.
The essays collected here were written following a series of presentations at a one-day conference, “Restoring Ancient Bronzes in the Nineteenth Century,” held at
the J. Paul Getty Museum on May 6, 2011. Each illustrated essay is accompanied by a separate gallery of large-format images to facilitate study and analysis. Edited
by Erik Risser, associate conservator in the Department of Antiquities at the J. Paul Getty Museum, and David Saunders, assistant curator in the Department of
Antiquities at the J. Paul Getty Museum, this collection is part of the Getty’s ongoing commitment to the online publication of scholarly conferences and symposia.
St Peter's Basilica in Rome is arguably the most important church in Western Christendom, and is among the most significant buildings anywhere in the world.
However, the church that is visible today is a youthful upstart, only four hundred years old compared to the twelve-hundred-year-old church whose site it occupies.
A very small proportion of the original is now extant, entirely covered over by the new basilica, but enough survives to make reconstruction of the first St Peter's
possible and much new evidence has been uncovered in the past thirty years. This is the first full study of the older church, from its late antique construction to
Renaissance destruction, in its historical context. An international team of historians, art historians, archaeologists and liturgists explores aspects of the basilica's
history, from its physical fabric to the activities that took place within its walls and its relationship with the city of Rome.
Naples and Beyond
Ancient Marbles in Naples in the Eighteenth Century
Vicenza in the Early Renaissance State
Firstborn of Venice
Gender, Erudition, and Republican Thought
From Darkness to Light: Writers in Museums 1798-1898
The Hills of Rome
THE AMADEUS BOOK OF THE VIOLIN CONSTRUCTION HISTORY AND MUSIC
This volume collects the proceedings of the International Seminar The Mediterranean Medina, that took place in the School of Architecture at Pescara
from 17th to 19th of June 2004.
This survey and synthesis of the structural and decorative uses of Roman remains, particularly marble, throughout the mediaeval Mediterranean, deals
with the Christian West - but also Byzantium and Islam, each the inheritor of much Roman territory. It includes a 5000-image DVD.
This volume explores the various strategies of construing appropriate pasts in scholarship, literature, art, architecture and literature, in order to
create "national", regional or local identities, in late medieval and early modern Europe.
Rethinking and Understanding Recent Discoveries
The Medieval Gospel of Nicodemus
Building With Antiquities in the Mediaeval Mediterranean
ICT for a Better Life and a Better World
Volume 1
Caravaggio and Carlo Borromeo
The Satires

"From Darkness to Light explores from a variety of angles the subject of museum lighting in exhibition spaces in America, Japan,
and Western Europe throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Written by an array of international experts, these
collected essays gather perspectives from a diverse range of cultural sensibilities. From sensitive discussions of Tintoretto's
unique approach to the play of light and darkness as exhibited in the Scuola Grande di San Rocco in Venice, to the development of
museum lighting as part of Japanese artistic self-fashioning, via the story of an epic American painting on tour, museum
illumination in the work of Henry James, and lighting alterations at Chatsworth (to name only a few topics) this book is a
treasure trove of illuminating contributions. The collection is at once a refreshing insight for the enthusiastic museum-goer, who
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is brought to an awareness of the exhibit in its immediate environment, and a wide-ranging scholarly compendium for the
professional who seeks to proceed in their academic or curatorial work with a more enlightened sense of the lighted space. " This
work was published by Saint Philip Street Press pursuant to a Creative Commons license permitting commercial use. All rights not
granted by the work's license are retained by the author or authors.
Positing a dynamic relationship between print culture and social experience, Bronwen Wilson's The World in Venice focuses on the
printed image during a century of profound transformation. City views, costume illustrations, events, and portraits of locals and
foreigners are brought together to show how printmakers responded to an expanding image of the world in Renaissance Venice, and
how, in turn, prints influenced the ways in which individuals thought about themselves. Woodcuts and engravings of cities and
inhabitants of Europe, and those of distant lands, initiated a sudden and pervasive experience with alterity that redefined the
relations of Europeans to the world. By condensing the world into pictures, print enabled a radically novel and vicarious
experience of others. Wilson explores the overlapping and evolving relations between space, vision, print, and identity, and
engages with current scholarly debates concerning ethnicities, gender and geography, copies and originals, travel, nationhood,
fashion, urban life, visuality, and the body. Venice was one of the largest cities in Renaissance Europe, a trading crossroads,
and a centre of print. The World in Venice shows how Venetian identity came to be envisioned within the growing global context
that print constructed for it.
Firstborn of Venice explores issues that are political in the broadest sense: legal institutions and administrative practices,
fiscal politics, the consolidation of elites, ecclesiastical management, and the contrasting governing ideologies of ruler and
subjects.
This first volume in the Occasional Papers on Antiquities subseries on ancient portraits presents a detailed examination and
analysis by Sheldon Nodelman of a portrait of Brutus. Fleming Johansen reviews marble busts of Julius Caesar and, in a second
article, discusses portraits of Caligula. Other contributions include Susan Wood’s analysis of third-century portraits of child
emperors and Siri Sande’s essay on two Gallienic female portraits.
Taste and the Antique
International Seminar
Spatial and Temporal Dimensions for Legal History
Anxiety Disorders
History, Usages, Places and Images of a Dynastic Relic
The Foundation of the Ottoman Empire
Print, the City, and Early Modern Identity
In Ancient Marbles in Naples in the Eighteenth Century Eloisa Dodero aims at documenting the history of numerous private collections formed in Naples
during the 18th century, with particular concern for the “Neapolitan marbles” and the circumstances of their dispersal.
The J. Paul Getty Museum Journal 16 is a compendium of articles and notes pertaining to the Museum's permanent collections of antiquities, drawings,
illuminated manuscripts, paintings, and sculpture and works of art. This volume includes a supplement introduced by John Walsh with a fully illustrated
checklist of the Getty’s recent acquisitions. Volume 16 includes articles written by Richard A. Gergel, Lee Johnson, Myra D. Orth, Barbra Anderson,
Louise Lippincott, Leonard Amico, Peggy Fogelman, Peter Fusco, Gerd Spitzer, and Clare Le Corbeiller.
http://dx.doi.org/10.12946/gplh6http://www.epubli.de/shop/buch/53894"The spatiotemporal conjunction is a fundamental aspect of the juridical reflection
on the historicity of law. Despite the fact that it seems to represent an issue directly connected with the question of where legal history is heading
today, it still has not been the object of a focused inquiry. Against this background, the book’s proposal consists in rethinking key confluences
related to this problem in order to provide coordinates for a collective understanding and dialogue. The aim of this volume, however, is not to offer
abstract methodological considerations, but rather to rely both on concrete studies, out of which a reflection on this conjunction emerges, as well as
on the reconstruction of certain research lines featuring a spatiotemporal component. This analytical approach makes a contribution by providing some
suggestions for the employment of space and time as coordinates for legal history. Indeed, contrary to those historiographical attitudes reflecting a
monistic conception of space and time (as well as a Eurocentric approach), the book emphasises the need for a delocalized global perspective. In general
terms, the essays collected in this book intend to take into account the multiplicity of the spatiotemporal confines, the flexibility of those
instruments that serve to create chronologies and scenarios, as well as certain processes of adaptation of law to different times and into different
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spaces. The spatiotemporal dynamism enables historians not only to detect new perspectives and dimensions in foregone themes, but also to achieve new
and compelling interpretations of legal history. As far as the relationship between space and law is concerned, the book analyses experiences in which
space operates as a determining factor of law, e.g. in terms of a field of action for law. Moreover, it outlines the attempted scales of spatiality in
order to develop legal historical research. With reference to the connection between time and law, the volume sketches the possibility of considering
the factor of time, not just as a descriptive tool, but as an ascriptive moment (quasi an inner feature) of a legal problem, thus making it possible to
appreciate the synchronic aspects of the ‘juridical experience’. As a whole, the volume aims to present spatiotemporality as a challenge for legal
history. Indeed, reassessing the value of the spatiotemporal coordinates for legal history implies thinking through both the thematic and methodological
boundaries of the discipline."
Frontinus (Sextus Iulius, ca. AD 35-103) was a capable Roman civil officer and military commander. Praetor of the city in 70 and consul in 73 or 74, 98
and 100, he was, about the year 76, sent to Britain as governor. He quelled the Silures of Wales, and began to build a road through their territory; his
place was taken by Agricola in 78. In 97 he was given the highly esteemed office of Manager of Aqueducts at Rome. He is known to have been an augur,
being succeeded by his friend Pliny the Younger. The two sides of Frontinus' public career are reflected in his two surviving works. Stratagems, written
after 84, gives examples of military stratagems from Greek and Roman history, for the instruction of Roman officers, in three books; the fourth book is
concerned largely with military discipline. The Aquaducts of Rome, written in 97-98, gives some historical details and a description of the aqueducts
for the water supply of the city, with laws relating to them. Frontinus aimed at being useful and writes in a rather popular style which is both simple
and clear.
The World in Venice
Travels Through France and Italy
Cicero, Philippic 2, 44–50, 78–92, 100–119
Volume 16, 1988
The Right to Dress
Wings for Our Courage

In The Dragoman Renaissance, E. Natalie Rothman traces how Istanbul-based diplomatic translator-interpreters, known as the dragomans, systematically engaged Ottoman
elites in the study of the Ottoman Empire—eventually coalescing in the discipline of Orientalism—throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Rothman challenges
Eurocentric assumptions still pervasive in Renaissance studies by showing the centrality of Ottoman imperial culture to the articulation of European knowledge about the
Ottomans. To do so, she draws on a dazzling array of new material from a variety of archives. By studying the sustained interactions between dragomans and Ottoman courtiers
in this period, Rothman disrupts common ideas about a singular moment of "cultural encounter," as well as about a "docile" and "static" Orient, simply acted upon by
extraneous imperial powers. The Dragoman Renaissance creatively uncovers how dragomans mediated Ottoman ethno-linguistic, political, and religious categories to European
diplomats and scholars. Further, it shows how dragomans did not simply circulate fixed knowledge. Rather, their engagement of Ottoman imperial modes of inquiry and social
reproduction shaped the discipline of Orientalism for centuries to come. Thanks to generous funding from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, through The Sustainable History
Monograph Pilot, the ebook editions of this book are available as Open Access volumes from Cornell Open (cornellopen.org) and other repositories.
Presents a global history of dress regulation and debates around how human life and societies should be visualised and materialised.
A History of Architectural Conservation expands knowledge about the conservation of ancient monuments, works of art and historic buildings. It includes the origins of the
interest in conservation within the European context, and the development of the concepts from Antiquity and the Renaissance to the present day. Jokilehto illustrates how this
development has influenced international collaboration in the protection and conservation of cultural heritage, and how it has formed the principal concepts and approach to
conservation and restoration in today's multi-cultural society. This book is based on archival research of original documents and the study of key restoration examples in
countries that have influenced the international conservation movement. Accessible and of great interest to students and the general public it includes conservation trends in
Europe, the USA, India, Iran and Japan.
Questions how political decline refigures the visual culture of empire by examining the imperial image and the gift in later Byzantium (1261-1453). Provides a more nuanced
account of medieval artistic cultural exchange that considers the temporal dimensions of power and the changing fates of empires.
The Path of Humility
The Restoration of Ancient Bronzes
The Impact of Information and Communication Technologies on Organizations and Society
Sources of Slavic Pre-Christian Religion
From Darkness to Light
Shared Language
The Dragoman Renaissance
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"The Path of Humility: Caravaggio and Carlo Borromeo" establishes a fundamental relationship between the Franciscan humility of Archbishop of Milan
Carlo Borromeo and the Roman sacred works of Caravaggio. This is the first book to consider and focus entirely upon these two seemingly anomalous
personalities of the Counter-Reformation. The import of Caravaggio's Lombard artistic heritage has long been seen as pivotal to the development of his
sacred style, but it was not his only source of inspiration. This book seeks to enlarge the discourse surrounding Caravaggio's style by placing him firmly in
the environment of Borromean Milan, a city whose urban fabric was transformed into a metaphorical Via Crucis. This book departs from the prevailing
preoccupation - the artist's experience in Rome as fundamental to his formulation of sacred style - and toward his formative years in Borromeo's Milan,
where humility reigned supreme. This book is intended for a broad, yet specialized readership interested in Counter-Reformation art and devotion. It serves
as a critical text for undergraduate and graduate art history courses on Baroque art, Caravaggio, and Counter-Reformation art.
In Sources of Slavic Pre-Christian Religion Juan Antonio Álvarez-Pedrosa presents all known medieval texts that provide us with information about the
religion practiced by the Slavs before their Christianization.
Investigating the oeuvre of the Italian humanist Francesco Filelfo (1398-1481), this collection is the first one to make extensive use of the critical editions of
Filelfo's numerous writings - in particular of his Epistolarium, published in 2016 by Jeroen De Keyser, who also edited this volume. Uncovering much new
information not previously mentioned in the literature on Filelfo, twelve specialized scholars are drawing attention to long-neglected material, shedding new
light on Filelfo's intellectual endeavors and his literary journey between Greek and Latin, as a prominent protagonist on the scene of fifteenth-century Italy.
This illuminating collection offers historians of ideas as well as literary scholars and Neo-Latinists new inroads into Filelfo's vast oeuvre, and through it to
the world of Quattrocento humanism.0Contributors include: Jean-Louis Charlet, Guy Claessens, Jeroen De Keyser, Tom Deneire, Ide Francois, James
Hankins, Noreen Humble, Gary Ianziti, Han Lamers, David Marsh, John Monfasani, and Jan Papy.
"From Darkness to Light explores from a variety of angles the subject of museum lighting in exhibition spaces in America, Japan, and Western Europe
throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Written by an array of international experts, these collected essays gather perspectives from a diverse
range of cultural sensibilities. From sensitive discussions of Tintoretto's unique approach to the play of light and darkness as exhibited in the Scuola Grande
di San Rocco in Venice, to the development of museum lighting as part of Japanese artistic self-fashioning, via the story of an epic American painting on
tour, museum illumination in the work of Henry James, and lighting alterations at Chatsworth (to name only a few topics) this book is a treasure trove of
illuminating contributions. The collection is at once a refreshing insight for the enthusiastic museum-goer, who is brought to an awareness of the exhibit in
its immediate environment, and a wide-ranging scholarly compendium for the professional who seeks to proceed in their academic or curatorial work with a
more enlightened sense of the lighted space."--Publisher's website.
Ancient Portraits in the J. Paul Getty Museum
Diplomatic Interpreters and the Routes of Orientalism
Signature of an Eternal City
Marble Past, Monumental Present
Past Sense — Studies in Medieval and Early Modern European History
Construction, History, and Music
The Amadeus Book of the Violin
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